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Abstra t. An equivalen e for semi-Markov pro esses is presented whi h
preserves passage-time distributions between pairs of states in a given
set. The equivalen e is based upon a state-based aggregation pro edure
whi h is

1

O n2
(

) per state in the worst

ase.

Introdu tion

An equivalen e ompares two systems and de nes whether they are in some
way equal in behaviour for a given property. The on ept of an equivalen e for a
sto hasti model whi h preserves sto hasti behaviour is not new (i.e. Markovian
lumping [1℄ and within Markovian pro ess algebras [2{5℄). As far as we are aware,
the existen e of similar useful equivalen es for more distribution-ri h sto hasti
models, su h as semi-Markov pro esses is new.
In this paper, the property we are seeking to preserve is that of having identi al
passage-time distributions between pairs of states. This, in sto hasti terms, is
a very strong onstraint ompared to say having similar steady-state behaviour
or reward behaviour.
The equivalen e is based on an aggregation te hnique for SMPs whi h is fully
de ned here and this provides us with opportunities for model redu tion. Controlling SMP state spa e size so that transient [6℄, steady-state and passage-time
te hniques [7℄ an be undertaken tra tably is an important goal. We make heavy
use of Lapla e transforms in manipulating the semi-Markov state spa e; this is
justi ed by the fairly re ent developments in Lapla e inversion algorithms [8℄
that an provide numeri ally stable inversions for even dis ontinuous fun tions.
The paper is stru tured as follows: the equivalen e is de ned in the next se tion
and related to the aggregation fun tion. An example aggregation is given for a
4- omplete transition graph. The individual aggregation steps are dis ussed and
justi ed sto hasti ally. Finally, the whole algorithm is formally presented and
the omplexity is dis ussed.

2 De nition of Equivalen e
2.1 Introdu tion
We spe ify a semi-Markov pro ess, M 2 S M P , as made up of the tuple (S; P; L)
where S is the nite set of states, P is the underlying DTMC and L is the
distribution matrix. MX is used to a ess the X element of the tuple.

We de ne the equivalen e operator, (  ), for two semi-Markov pro esses, M; N :
m;n

M



m;n

(1)

N

where m  MS and n  NS . This says that two systems M and N are passagetime equivalent over the state subsets m and n. This means that all passage-time
distributions between states in m over M are identi al to a spe i reordering
of passage-time distributions between states in n over N .

2.2 Formal De nition
In formal terms, M



m;n

N

i

M



and N  are isomorphi upto state relabelling.

and N  are de ned by using the aggregation fun tion, aggregate smp and
the subsidiary fun tion fold (de ned in se tion 3.3).
M



M
N




= fold (aggregate smp ; M; MS n m)
= fold (aggregate smp ; N; NS n n)

(2)

where aggregate smp satis es the following property. Given a rst passage-time
distribution fun tion between two states:

 (  ) ! ([0 1℄ ! IR+ )
) su h that 1 = f g [ 2 :
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2 passage time (M2 ; (r; s)) = passage time (M1 ; (r; s))

M S;

(3)

(4)

3 SMP State Lumping
3.1 An Example of SMP State Lumping
We illustrate the state-aggregation of SMPs with an example of a 4- omplete
graph, representing the transitions of an SMP. This situation is shown in gure 1.

Fig. 1. Redu ing a

omplete 4 state graph to a

omplete 3 state graph.

In the rst instan e, a state is sele ted for aggregation. For a state with m intransitions and n out-transitions, there are mn two-transition paths that pass
through the state. In the worst ase (for a k - omplete graph) there are (k 1)2
su h transitions.
After stage (i) of the pro ess in gure 1, these transitions are represented expli itly by repli ating the hosen node (shown in white) and transitions.
In step (ii), the 9 two-transition paths are aggregated to give 9 single transitions onsist of y les and non- y les (shown as dashed edges). The non- y li
transitions shadow transitions from the original SMP graph.
In the nal step, the non- y li transitions are ombined with their shadow transitions and the y li transitions are absorbed into the non- y le distributions.
This leaves us with a 3- omplete graph.
The pro ess for a single aggregation is worst ase O(k 2 ), and for aggregating the
state spa e of most of an SMP, O(k 3 ).
In the next se tions, we will show how the aggregation pro ess preserves the
sto hasti e e t of the aggregated state in su h a way that passage-time distributions between unaggregated states are kept in ta t.

Fig. 2.

Aggregating

sequential

transitions in an SMP.

3.2

Basi

Fig. 3.

Aggregating

bran hing

transitions in an SMP.

Redu tion Steps

Sequential Redu tion From
gure 2: Y = X1 + X2 is a onvolution and
therefore in Lapla e form, LY (z ) = LX1 (z )LX2 (z ). If there are probabilisti
weightings p1 and p2 on respe tively of the transitions, then the overall weighting
for the path is p1 p2 . This is used in the agg seq fun tion, equation (13).
Bran h redu tion To aggregate the type of bran h stru ture shown in gure 3,
we an sum the respe tive probabilities and distributions. Thus the aggregate
probability for the bran h is p1 + p2 and the overall distribution Y for the sojourn
is given by p1p+1p2 LX1 (z ) + p1p+2p2 LX2 (z ). This is used in the agg bran h fun tion,
equation (14).

In a semi-Markov pro ess, y le redu tion may be ne essary
(and indeed is in the next se tion) if we reate a state with at least one outtransition and a transition to itself (or y le). We an remove the y le by making
its sto hasti e e t part of the out-going transitions.

Cy le Redu tion

Therefore we need to modify those out-transitions, and this se tion des ribes
that modi ation. We pi ture our state system as being in the rst stage of
gure 4: with (n 1) out-transitions with probability pi of departure along edge
i; ea h out-transition arries a sojourn of Xi ; the y le probability is pn and
arries a delay of Xn .
The rst step, (i), is to isolate the y le and treat is separately from the bran hing out-transitions. We do this by introdu ing an instantaneous delay and extra
state after the y le, Z  Æ (0); the introdu tion of an extra state is only to aid
our visualisation of the problem and is not ne essary or indeed performed in
the a tual aggregation algorithm. Clearly the probability of doing this instantaneous transition is (1 pn ) (this is just the probability of performing any of
the out-transitions from our original state). We now have to renormalise the pi
probabilities on the bran hing state to be ome qi = pi =(1 pn ).

Fig. 4. The three-step removal of a

y le from an SMP.

In step (ii) of gure 4, we aggregate the delay of the y le into the instantaneous
transition reating a new transition with distribution Z 0 . This an be done in
one of two ways: either by treating the system as a random sum of the random
variable, Xn , or by onsidering a linear system of Lapla e transforms. In the
latter ase:
(5)
pn ) LZ (z )
LZ (z ) = pn LXn (z )LZ (z ) + (1
0
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(6)

In stage (iii) of the pro ess, the Z 0 delay is simply sequentially onvolved onto
the Xi events to give us our nal system.
In summary then: we have redu ed an n-out-transition state where one of the
transitions was a y le to an (n 1)-out-transition state with no y le su h that:
q

and:

i=1
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(7)
(8)

This form is used expli itly in equation (15), the agg y le fun tion of the next
se tion.

3.3 State Lumping De nition
Notation In the des ription below, the following notation is used:

A semi-Markov pro ess, M 2 S M P , is made up of the tuple (S; P; L) where S
is the nite set of states, P is the underlying DTMC and L is the distribution
matrix in Lapla e form.

Fig. 5.
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Also: P rob = [0; 1℄,
T = (S  S )  P D .
So more spe i ally,
S  S ! Lapla eT .

Lapla eT

P

:

S

=C

! C,

PD

= (P rob; Lapla

 ! [0 1℄ su h that Pj2S
S

;

(

eT

P i; j

) and nally

) = 1 and

L

:

As before, for M 2 S M P , MS = S , MP = P and ML = L so that we an de ne
M
i ! j to mean that, there exists a transition from state i to state j in M , or
formally MP (i; j ) > 0.
Finally, gure 5 shows the fun tional dependen ies in the de nition of aggregate smp .

Main aggregation algorithm

In this se tion, we de ne the overar hing aggregation fun tion, aggregate smp , whi h is de ned on an SMP and a state. The
lumping pro edure an be applied to any state of an irredu ible semi-Markov
pro ess or to any ex ept absorbing or initial states of a transient SMP.
The general algorithm for aggregating a single state into an SMP su h that the
passage-times are preserved follows the pattern seen in the example aggregation
of se tion 3.1.
Reading from the bottom up in equation (9), the general method works as follows, for a state i to be aggregated in an SMP, M :
1. Find all valid paths of length two that have i as the middle state and ombine
into a set of single transitions using the te hniques of se tion 3.2. Call this
set ts.
2. Separate ts transitions into a set of y les, ts , and a set of bran hing transitions to other states, tsb .
3. Apply the bran hing redu tion of se tion 3.2 to the set of bran hing transitions, tsb . Where a new transition from tsb that does not already exist in M ,
then the transition from tsb is to be pla ed un hanged into the new SMP.
Call the new set of transitions, us.

4. Overwrite all the transition mentioned in us in M and all the new SMP,
0
M .
5. Aggregate all the y li transitions in ts , using the method shown in se tion 3.2. Pla e rewritten transitions of M 0 in vs.
6. Finally, integrate all the vs transitions into M 0 and return the nal SMP.
7. The result will have a dis onne ted state, i, whi h an be removed.

aggregate smp : S M P  S ! S M P
aggregate smp (M; i) = fold (set ; M 0 ; vs) : vs = y le trans (M 0 ; ts );
0
M = fold (set ; M; us);
us = bran h trans (M; tsb );

b = ts n ts ;
= f((i; j ); t) : ((i; j ); t) 2 ts; i = j g;
ts = seq trans (M; i)

ts

(9)

ts

From gure 5, we de ne the key fun tions used by aggregate smp : seq trans , bran h trans and y le trans .

Higher-level aggregation fun tions

seq trans takes a state, i, to be aggregated and the SMP and returns a set

of transitions whi h represent all the paths (from one state pre eding to one
state after i) whi h pass through i. The paths have been aggregated into single
transitions using agg seq . The number of transitions generated by seq trans is
equal to the produ t the number transitions leading into i and the number
leaving the state.
seq trans : S M P  S ! P (T )
seq trans (M; i) = f((i; j ); agg seq (t; t0 ))
0
: (i; t) 2 trans to (i; M ); (j; t ) 2 trans from (i; M )g

(10)

bran h trans pro esses an SMP,

M , and a set of transitions, R, whi h must not
ontain any y les. The transitions are to be integrated into the SMP, M . If
there is a pre-existing transition in M for a given member of R, then the two
are ombined using agg bran h , otherwise the transition in R is just returned
un hanged.

bran h trans : S M P  P (T ) ! P (T )
bran h trans (M; R) = f((i; j ); agg bran h (t; t0 )) : ((i; j ); t)) 2 R;
0

t

= if

i

M
!

j

then

(MP (i; j ); ML (i; j )) else (0; 0)g

(11)

y le trans pro esses an SMP, M , and a set of transitions, R, whi h must only
ontain y li transitions. For ea h y le de ned in R from i to i, the set of
leaving transitions is sele ted from the SMP, M . For ea h member of that set,
the aggregation fun tion agg y le is applied. All the modi ed transitions are
uni ed into a single set and returned.

y le trans : S M P

 P ( )[
! P(
T

T

y le trans (M; R) =

)

X

i:((i;i);t0 )2R

: X

= f((i; j ); agg y le (t; t0 )) : (j; t) 2 trans from (i; M )g

Basi aggregation fun tions This se tion des ribes the three basi

(12)

stru ture

aggregation operations, displayed in se tion 3.2. These are:

Sequential Aggregation Used to represent two transitions in sequen e as a
single transition.

agg seq : P D  P D ! P D
agg seq ((p; d(z )); (p0 ; d0 (z ))) = (pp0 ; d(z )d0 (z ))

(13)

Bran hing Aggregation Used to represent two bran hing transitions whi h
terminate in the same state as a single transition.
agg bran h : P D  P D ! P D
agg bran h ((p; d(z )); (p0 ; d0 (z ))) =


p

+ p0 ;

p
p

+ p0

( )+

d z

0

p
p

+ p0

d

0

(z )


(14)

Cy le Aggregation Used to represent a

y le to the same state and a leaving
transition as a single transition. The rst argument is the leaving transition
and the se ond is the y li transition. As des ribed in se tion 3.2, if there is
more than one out-transition then the transformation will need to be applied
to ea h in turn.
agg y le : P D  P D ! P D
agg y le ((p; d(z )); (p

;d

(z ))) =



p

1

p

;

(1
1

p
p

)d(z )
d (z )



(15)

Subsidiary Fun tions

The fun tion

trans from

takes a state, i, and returns

the set of states, probabilities and distributions whi h su

eed i.

S  SMP ! P (S  P D)
M
trans from (i; M ) = f(j; (MP (i; j ); ML (i; j ))) : j 2 MS ; i ! j g
trans from

The fun tion

:

trans to

takes a state, i, and returns the set of states, probabilities
onne t to i.

and distributions whi h

S  SMP ! P (S  P D)
M
trans to (i; M ) = f(j; (MP (j; i); ML (j; i))) : j 2 MS ; j ! ig
trans to

The

set

:

(17)

fun tion is used to set a given transition in the DTMC and distribution

matrix of an SMP. If ne essary the

set
set

:

T  SMP

urrent transition is overwritten.

! SMP


(((i; j ); (p; d(z ))); M ) = (MS ; P

p
: P (k; l) = M
(k; l )
 P
L (k; l) = dM(z )(k; l)
L
0

0

fold

(16)

is used in this

;L )
if (k; l) = (i; j )
0

0

otherwise

if (k; l) = (i; j )
otherwise

(18)

ontext to take one transition at a time, from a set of

probability-distribution transitions, and apply ea h of the new transitions to
a given SMP. This o

urs a ross the entire supplied transition set until there are

none left to apply.

fold
fold

 B ! B8)  B  P (A) ! B
<r
f; r; ))
(f; r; ) =
: f (x;: (r;x;fold)(=
elem rest (

: (A

0

The fun tion,

elem rest ,

set and return a tuple

elem rest
elem rest

if

0

:

is used by

fold

=

;

(19)

) otherwise

to sele t an arbitrary element from a

ontaining that element and the set minus that element.

P (A) ! (A; P (A))
?
(T ) =
(x : x 2 T; ft : t 2 T; t 6= xg)

;

if T =
otherwise

(20)

4

Con lusion

We have spe i ed and de ned an indexed equivalen e over semi-Markov proesses whi h is based on a state aggregation of the SMP. The aggregation is
O(n3 ) for all states in the worst ase and O(n2 ) for a single state if heavily
inter onne ted.
By preserving passage-times within an SMP we also preserve transient and
steady-state results as well, so if a modeller is seeking to perform multiple analysis on an SMP then expending some initial omputational e ort to redu e the
size of the model to on entrate on the key states would be a useful exer ise. It
is appre iated that if a system is only being analysed on e for say steady-state
or transient-state results (for whi h the omplexity is O(n3 )) then there is not
mu h to be gained from using this te hnique unless < O(n) states are to be
aggregated.
It is envisaged that in mu h the same way that lumpability [1℄ has been embodied in various Markovian equivalen es, we would like to embed this passage-time
equivalen e in a pro ess algebrai ontext. In doing so, of ourse, we will either
need to perform analysis solely at the omponent level or onstru t some te hnique for approximating interleaved on urrent state spa e as a sequential state
spa e.
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